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Abstract
Usage of the custom aCGH design provides the ability to detect copy number alternations (CNAs) with a very high
resolution in almost every genomic region. Since the detection rate of CNAs greatly depends on the quality of the
design, it is crucial to ensure the optimal probe coverage for the regions of interests. In this paper, we focus on
the problem of finding the best possible probe coverage for a given region and a predefined set of probes.
The lack of available probes at some places is a considerable problem which may lead to the decrease in the detection rate of CNAs. We propose a new approach towards the generation of coverage with stable probe density.
The developed algorithms attempt to compensate the lack of probes in poorly covered regions by selecting
additional probes from their nearest neighborhood. Here we introduce evaluation measures that reflect density
stabilization along the covered region. Finally, we use these measures to compare our algorithms with other standard approaches for coverage preparation.
Key words: custom aCGH design, probe selection, Copy Number Alternations

Introduction
DNA copy number alternations (CNAs) which cause
the gain or loss of chromosomal material are associated
with many types of genomic disorders like mental retardation, congenital malformations, and autism (Lupski,
2009; Shaw et al., 2004). Moreover, genetic aberrations
are the characteristic of many type of cancers and are
thought to drive several cancer pathogenesis processes
(O’Hagan et al., 2003; Snijders et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2006; Lai et al., 2007).
Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH)
has become the commonly used technique for the identification of CNAs in human genomes (Pollack et al., 1999;
Perry et al., 2008). In typical experiments, two DNA
samples (e.g. a diseased patient vs. a healthy donor; or
normal tissue vs. malignant tissue) are differentially
labeled using different fluorophores, and then hybridized
to an array. Signal fluorescent intensities of each spot
from both samples are considered to be proportional to
www.biotechnologia-journal.org

the copy-number ratio between respective genomic sequence.
Microarrays that contain the required probe dense
representation of the genome or larger blocks are typically referred to as tilling arrays (Schliep and Krause,
2008). Most of the works that concern the probe selection and coverage optimization are dedicated to a wide
range applications of tilling arrays. aCGH is only one of
the applications wherein tilling arrays are used. Besides
the aCGH, there are also: ChIP-on-chip for identification
of protein biding sides, transcriptome mapping for finding gene expression under various conditions, MeDIPchip for methylation mapping and DNase-chip. In these
applications, different aspects of probes selection are
important. In this paper, we focus on designing the CGH
array for cytogenetic studies.
In general, when designing the CGH array, the interest and focus lies in the selection of “highest quality”
probes with the “best possible” coverage (Lipson et al.,
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2007). However, in the real-life designs, there are a number of limitations and prerequisites that have to be taken
into consideration.
Among them, there is a limitation as to the number
of probes that can be placed on the microarray. Typically, an array consists of a few thousands to several millions of oligonucleotides. If a microarray with more probes is available, more regions can be covered and/or
a greater density can be used.
Probes designed for two different genomic locations
may differ in their sensitivity, specificity, or other properties. Typically, all these properties are gathered into
a single score which reflects the probe quality.
The distribution of probe scores in the genome may
have a great impact on the process of probe selection,
for example it is pointless to select probes of unacceptable low quality, because they do not provide any meaningful information. In fact, there are a number of regions in the genome, such as segmental duplications,
copy number variations, for which it is impossible to prepare well-performing oligonucleotides.
Related research. The process of designing optimal
oligonucleotides for a given genome has been reported
in many previous papers (Mei, 2003; Li et al.; Gräf et al.,
2007). Therefore, there are established databases with
predefined sets of probes. The database used in our
research consists of 26 millions oligos provided by Agilent
Technologies manufacturer, and is accessible through the
eArray (http://earray.chem.agilent.com/earray), web-based
program. The quality of the probes in the database was
confirmed in the experimental studies.
In this paper, we focus on the coverage preparation,
i.e. selection of probes for a particular array design.
A short summary of the previous research in this area is
presented below.
The naive tilling method was used by by Seligner for
preparing an array for the transcriptome analysis of
E. coli (Selinger et al., 2000). The array was designed by
selecting oligonucleotides at every sixth base pair for
intergenic regions, and every 60th base pair in the coding regions. Similar approaches were used to design
a microarray for one of the human chromosomes (Kapranov et al., 2002) and for the whole human genome (Kapranov et al., 2007). The imperfection of these methods
is that they do not consider probes performance and may
lead to selecting oligos with non-unique sequences,
and/or poor hybridization properties.

Fixed window approach was implemented in the Array Design (Gräf et al., 2007). It selects oligonucleotides
of better quality in each window of the tilling path. When
a wider window is employed, more care can be taken to
select unique probes of better performance than it is in
the case of naive tilling. On the other hand, the resolution of coverage is limited to the selected size of window.
The method to maximize the resolution proposed in
(Lipson et al., 2007), works on a subset of high quality
probes. The algorithm selects oligonucleotides that ensure the most homogenous distribution of the tilling
path. The main constraints arise from the positioning of
the oligos and not from their quality. This paper is one
of the few works which are addressed specifically to
aCGH custom design.
The approach that considers the problem of the optimization of tilling path has been presented in (Schliep
and Krause, 2008). The main goal of this algorithm is to
find a trade-off between selecting the most homogeneous
and the best quality probes. The authors formulate and
resolve the minimal-cost tilling path problem for the selection of oligonucleotides from a set of candidates.
An example of the mixed method is presented in
(Hovik and Chen, 2010). The authors propose a twostage approach to the problem of probe selection. In the
first “sequential” stage, probes are selected from the sequence windows tiled alongside the genome. Subsequently, the algorithm tries to fill the largest gaps between
adjacent probes with additional oligonucleotides. This
procedure is continued until a predefined number of probes are reached.
Motivation. When defining the problem of optimal
probe selection, the purpose for which the array is designed, must be considered. In a previous study, authors
usually have made an assumption that the primary usage
of aCGH is to pinpoint the genomic breakpoints with the
best possible accuracy (Lipson et al., 2007). This assumption obviously leads to a design that minimizes the uncertainty at which the breakpoints are mapped. In fact,
the accurate breakpoint mapping is crucial in the following aCGH applications.
While analyzing the data from the cancer samples
with a high rate of rearrangements, the comparison of
breakpoint locations between samples may provide the
knowledge about the type of tumor or cancer stage.
Moreover, a detailed analysis of the short genomic inter-
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vals is also required when one wishes to determine
the accurate breakpoint mapping, e.g. to design PCR primers).
On the other hand, there are a number of scenarios
where the accurate breakpoint pinpointing becomes a secondary issue. For instance, in the whole genome cytogenetics studies, the detection of all CNAs that are
present in the test sample is more important than precise location of rearrangement breakpoints. Once the
CNA is detected using aCGH, several other methods can
be used to confirm its existence (e.g. fluorescence in
situ hybridization) and location of the exact positions of
the rearrangement breakpoints, if needed (e.g. by sequencing the entire region).
Our results. In this paper, we focus on the aforementioned cytogenetic applications and propose an approach to generate the coverage with a stable probe density, i.e. we ensure the best possible detection rate of
each subinterval of the region that is being covered.
Implemented algorithms were applied to generate
the coverage of the sample region from the chromosome
19 of the human genome. The results were evaluated
with measures of the stability of the coverage density.
For this purpose, we introduced two measures: k- δ density and k -probes distance. Finally, we compared the
coverage generated by our algorithms with the coverage
generated by the algorithm proposed in (Lipson et al.,
2007), which implements the approach to maximize
the resolution.
Methods
In this paper, we discuss the problem of probe selection from the subset of high quality probes. Although
we describe the coverage of a single continuous DNA
section, our algorithms can be easily adapted for the preparation of the design for the set of non-continuous
regions.
The goal was to obtain a coverage from the given region, with most stable density, so that all genomic intervals of the equal length, located inside the region would
be represented by the same number of probes. This was
to ensure the best possible detection of each genomic
subregion.
However, because of the lack of oligos in some regions, we could not avoid the fact that in some intervals,
high quality probes were underrepresented. The solutions proposed in the previous works usually attempted
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to overcome this issue by either ignoring these gaps
(Lipson et al., 2007) or by using lower quality probes
(Schliep and Krause, 2008; Thomassen et al., 2009;
Hovik and Chen, 2010).
In our case, we assumed a fixed set of the available
probes, i.e. it is impossible to obtain additional probes
from gap regions. We propose an approach, wherein the
lack of probes in some intervals is compensated with oligos located in the nearest neighborhood of these gaps.
Although we did not affect the coverage of gaps, we have
provided the opportunity to detect CNAs in the possible
smallest wrapping interval of these regions.
Figure 1 shows the advantages of the stable density
approach over the solutions which do not consider poorly covered regions but maximize the coverage resolution outside the gaps. The coverage shown in subfigure a) was designed to optimize the probe resolution.
Besides the gap, distances among the oligos are uniformly distributed in order to ensure the most accurate
breakpoint mapping. Subfigure c) illustrates our stable
density approach. The lack of probe around the central
location is compensated by an additional oligo from the
left neighborhood of the gap. Subfigures c) and d) present results of aCGH experiment performed on subfigures a) and c), respectively. Two deviated probes
presented in subfigure b) are usually insufficient to determine the duplication, while three probes with log2ratio above the threshold (subfigure d) allow calling
the aberration, which overlaps the gap.
Poor availability of probes in some locations is usually caused by the presence of repetitive sequences in
these regions. Consequently, the likelihood of rearrangements in such regions is greater than in other genomic
locations (Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2010). It is becoming
extremely important to pay a special attention on poorly
covered regions (Hovik and Chen, 2010). Moreover,
most of the eukaryotic non-protein coding sequences are
low complexity sequences, such as repetitive elements
(Ahnert et al., 2008). Many of these sequences are functionally active and have been found to play important
regulatory roles (Mercer et al., 2010; Costa, 2010).
Mathematical formulation. In the following definitions, let us fix the genomic interval G of the length |G |
that should be covered with n probes. Then the desired
space between two consecutive probes is:
δ = |G |/ n

(1)
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Fig. 1. Comparison of two approaches to coverage preparation

Let us define the property of k -probes desired den-

sity as follows.
Definition 1. The genomic interval (gi , xj ) has a
property of k -probes desired density, denoted by μk , if
following conditions are satisfied:
1. The interval (gi , xj ) is covered by exactly k probes
2. |(gi, xj )| # = k ( δ.
Now, we define the concept of minimal right neighborhood with k-probes desired density, denoted by
R μk (gi ).
Definition 2. Minimal right neighborhood R μk (gi )
of genomic location gi with k-probes desired density is
an interval (gi , xj ), such as:
1. The interval (gi , xj ) has a property μk .
2. There exists no interval (gi , xl ) with property μm ,
where m # k.
Similarly, we define the minimal left neighborhood
with k-probes desired density, denoted by L μk (gi ).
Definition 3. Minimal left neighborhood L μk (gi )
of genomic location gi with k-probes desired density is an
interval (xj , gi ), such as:
1. The interval (xj , gi ) has a property μk .

2. There exists no interval (xl , gi ) with property μm ,
where m # k.
Finally, we define the minimal neighborhood of genomic location gi with k-probes desired density, denoted
by N μk (gi ), as a shorter interval of either: L μk (gi)
or R μk (gi ).
The concept of minimal neighborhoods is illustrated
in Figures 2 and 3. Note that if there is no limitation of
probes availability, the following holds: the length of
minimal neighborhood |N μk (gi)| # δ, for each genomic
location.
Algorithms. Selecting all probes from the interval
μk
N (gi ) ensures that k -probes desired density is reached in the possibly nearest neighborhood of the location gi. Based on this observation, we developed our
algorithms, which try to keep the similar average density
along the entire region of coverage.
Let us denote by theoretical backbone Φ, a series of
uniformly distributed locations across the region that is
being covered, where the distance between every two
consecutive locations equals δ.
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Fig. 2. Interval (gi, xj ) is the minimal right neighborhood R μk (gi ) of genomic location gi with k-probes desired density,
i.e. there are two probes inside the interval (gi, xj ) and |(gi, xj )| < 2 ( δ

Fig. 3. Interval (xj , gi) is the minimal left neighborhood L μk (gi ) of genomic location gi with k-probes desired density,
i.e. there are two probes inside the interval (xj , gi) and |(xj , gi )| < 2 ( δ

Problem 1. Given a genomic region G = (gbeg , gend ),
the theoretical backbone of this region Φ and all available probes inside the region, find a coverage which satisfies the following: for each location gi in Φ all probes
belonging to the interval N μk (gi ) are selected for the coverage.
Algorithm 1: Find stable density n-cover
1: FindStableDensityCover(S,n)
2: δ 7 (gend ! gbeg) / n
3: Φ 7 {gbeg, gbeg + δ, gbeg + 2 ( δ, . . . , gbeg
+ (k ! 1) ( δ, gend}
4: for all gi in Φ do
5:
Set p to be the closest element of S to gi
6:
C7C+p
7:
S7S!p
8: end for
9: return C

The idea of the Algorithm 1 is straightforward, and
thus we call it the naive algorithm. For each genomic location in Φ, starting from the first probe, the algorithm
takes the closest available oligo. This probe is added to
the result set and removed from the list of available pro-

bes. Then the algorithm proceeds to the next location in
Φ and repeats the previous step, until it reaches the last
position of theoretical backbone.
This algorithm works fine in most of the cases; however, it does not always return the optimal results, in reference to the Problem 1. Scenario in which the naive
algorithm produce non-optimal coverage is presented in
Figure 5, i.e. the interval N μk (gi ) determined for all
available probes differ from the interval N μk (gi ) determined for all selected probes.
It is worth noting that the outcome of the naive algorithm depends on the direction in which the subsequent
locations from Φ are processed. Let us consider the set
of available probes presented in Figure 5, when we force
the algorithm to process locations from the right to
the left, then the coverage returned by this algorithm is
optimal.
This observation leads us to the Algorithm 2, which
we call the optimal algorithm that does not assume any
order of processing Φ locations.
In the first substep, the algorithm finds the nearest
probe for each unassigned location in Φ. After that some
probes could become assigned to more than one loca-
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the naive algorithm (Algorithm 1). Arrows indicate assignments of probes to the positions from Φ. Numbers above arrows correspond to the subsequent steps of the algorithm. In each iteration, the nearest available probe to the i-th
location of Φ is selected

Fig. 5. Example of the coverage generated by the naive algorithm (Algorithm 1), where the minimal neighborhood
of the location gi with k -probes desired density was not optimized

tion. These conflicts are resolved in the second substep.
For each probe assigned to more than one location,
the algorithm leaves only that assignment for which
there is the shortest distance between this probe and location.
Locations that remain unassigned are processed in
the next iteration. The algorithm repeats these substeps
until all locations in Φ are assigned to probes.
The idea of optimal algorithm is illustrated in the Figure 6. One conflict occurred in the first iteration, i.e.
a single probe was assigned to two distinct locations (gi
and gi !1). Because the probe was situated further to gi
than to gi !1, the location gi remains unassigned. Finally,
in the second iteration, the other probe was successfully
assigned to gi. In contrast to the results from naive algorithm, this procedure generates the coverage for which
the interval N μk (gi ) determined for all available probes
and the interval N μk (gi ) determined for all selected probes are identical.
Now we will prove that Algorithm 2 provides optimal
result. Below, we use “(’and’)” to indicate that endpoints
of interval are excluded. Otherwise we use “[’and’]”.

Algorithm 2: Find optimal stable density n-cover
1: FindOptimalStableDensityCover(S,n)
2: δ 7 (gend ! gbeg ) / n
3: Φ 7 {gbeg, gbeg + δ, gbeg + 2 ( δ, . . . , gbeg
+ (n ! 1) ( δ, gend }
4: G 7 Φ
5: while G is not empty do
6:
for all gi in G do
7:
Set p to be the closest element of S to gi and
associate p with gi .
8:
end for
9:
for all p in S, associated with at least one location
from G do
C7C+p
10:
11:
S7S!p
12:
From all locations associated to p, select the
one which is the closest to p and remove it
from G.
13:
end for
14: end while
15: return C

Claim 1. Consider a point gi 0 Φ and a probe p,
located at xj as a candidate probe to associate with gi. We
assume that xj > gi. Then the following holds:

A stable density approach to probe selection for a custom aCGH design
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the optimal algorithm (Algorithm 2). Arrows indicate assignments of probes to the positions from Φ.
Numbers above arrows correspond to the subsequent iterations of algorithm

(i) The probe p can be assigned to the location gi
only if every position from Φ located within the interval (gi , xj ) has already an associated probe. Moreover, all of these probes are located within the interval (gi , xj ).
(ii) The interval [gi , xj ] has a property of μk , (i.e.
a k -probes desired density).
(iii) All probes belonging to the interval N μk (gi) are
selected for the coverage C, which is returned by the
Algorithm 2.
Proof of Claim 1(i). There are two possibilities
in which the Claim 1(i) is not true:
1. At least one of the positions from Φ located within
the interval (gi , xj ) has no associated probes.
2. At least one of the probes assigned to the positions
from the interval (gi , xj ) is located outside this
interval.
Let us consider the first possibility. In such a case,
the probe p cannot be assigned to gi , because there
exists an unassigned location from Φ which is closer to
p, than gi , which contradicts with the line 12 of the Algorithm 2.
Now, let us consider the second possibility. Let us
denote the set of probes by P , associated with these locations from Φ which are located inside the interval (gi ,
xj ). Let us assume that the location of one of these probes is < gi . This is impossible, because such a probe
would be assigned to the location gi in the previous step
of Algorithm 2, since the gi is closer to this probe.
The probe from P cannot be located outside the right
boundary of the interval (gi , xj ) either, since there exists
the unassigned probe p which is closer to any location
from (gi , xj ).
Proof of (ii).Let us assume, that |[gi , xj ]| < k ( δ.
Because of the Claim 1(i), the number of probes, that

are already assigned to positions from Φ and are located
within the interval [gi , xj ) is $ k ! 1. This implies that if
the probe p is assigned to gi, there are at least k probes
selected for the coverage, located within the interval [gi ,
xj ], and thus this interval has a property of μk.
Proof of (iii). Let us denote the length of interval [gi ,
xj ] by g. Since the probe p is the nearest unassigned
probe to the location gi , then all available probes located
within the interval (gi ! g , gi + g ) must also be selected
for the coverage.
Since the interval [gi , xj ] has a property of μk (see
the Claim 1(ii)) and all probes from the neighborhood of
gi smaller than 2g are selected for the coverage, then we
can conclude that probes from the interval N μk (gi ) are
also selected.
Analogously, it can be shown that Claims 1(i), 1(ii)
and 1(iii) remain true when xj < gi .
Complexity issues. Let us denote the number of
locations from Φ by n and the number of avaiable probe
by m. To ensure the efficiency of the naive algorithm,
a list should be implemented that combines locations
from Φ and probes. Then the list is sorted according to
genomic positions of elements. Based on this data structure, the whole algorithm can be processed in n steps of
the constant time. Thus, the running time of naive algorithm depends on the time of combined list sorting and
equals to O ((n + m) log (n + m)).
The optimal algorithm can be implemented in a similar way. However, in the worst case, additional n2 steps
may be needed, because of the possible conflicts that
may occur in each iteration. The running time of
the optimal algorithm is O ((n + m) log (n + m) + n 2).
Coverage evaluation measures. Evaluation measures that are used for validation of the design can be divided into measures which describe probe performance
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and measures which reflect the correctness of the probes distribution. The following measures are related to
the evaluation of probe performance: average probe
score, distribution of probes melting temperature, percentage of non-unique probes or percentage of GC content in the coverage (e.g. see Lemoine et al., 2009).
Typical measures which are used for the validation of
the coverage distribution are as follows: average probe
spacing (average distance between two consecutive
probes) (Lipson et al., 2007; Lemoine et al., 2009), percentage of copy number variation in coverage or breakdown analysis of the target elements of coverage.
Because our solution is considered to work with
a predefined set of high quality probes, we focused on
the validation of coverage distribution. Since typical measures proposed in previous works do not reflect the stabilization of density along the covered region, in this
paper, we propose the following approaches to the coverage evaluation:
• k-δ density of genomic location – computed for each
position gi from the covered region as a number of
probes which are located inside the interval (gi ! k
( δ / 2, gi + k ( δ / 2) divided by k.
• k -probes distance – computed for each probe p from
the coverage as a distance between p and k-th right
nearest neighbor of p. We also used the k-probes
normalized distance, which we define as a k-probes
distance divided by k.
Graphical interpretation of these measures is presented in the Figure 7. It is worth noting that since we
want to keep a stable density along the covered region,
the desired value of the k- δ density is 1, and the desired
k-probes normalized distance equals to δ.
In order to obtain global coefficients for the entire coverage, we used the root mean square deviation (RMSD),
which refer to the deviations of either k- δ density or kprobes normalized distance from their desired values.
The RMSD, for observations Xi and desired value μ
were defined as:
RMSD( X i , μ ) =
=

Comparison with existing method. We compared
our algorithms with the common approach of coverage
preparation, which maximizes the resolution outside
the poorly covered regions. For comparison, we selected
the algorithm proposed in (Lipson et al., 2007), because
unlike other approaches it was developed with focus on
issues inherent in the aCGH technology.
Authors clearly defined the problem of coverage, by
introducing the concept of the whenever possible (WP)
g-cover in following way:
Definition 4. Given a genomic region G, a set of
candidate probes P and a parameter g, a subset (C = (c 1,
. . . , ck )) f P is a W P g-cover of G with respect to P, if
for any genomic location x 0 G with respect to P, the following holds. Let ci and ci + 1 be the two selected probes
closest to x from the left and from the right, respectively
(if x < c1 then c0 is set to be the left-end of G, and for x >
ck, ck + 1 is the right and of G). The one of the following
holds:
1. ci + 1 ! ci # g (i.e. the flanking selected probes are
within g distance of each other), or
2. there is no candidate probe between ci and ci + 1. For
such a cover C, we say that the resolution of C is g.
To find the WP g -cover, authors of (Lipson et al.,
2007) developed Algorithm 3, which is called the FindMinCover algorithm. The results of the comparison of
our naive and optimal algorithms with the FindMinCover
is presented in the results section.
Algorithm 3: Find a minimal size WP g-cover
FindMinCover(g)
c 0 7 gbeg
i70
while (gbeg ! ci ) > g do
Set Ci to be the rightmost candidate probe following ci such that (ci + i ! ci ) # g
6:
If no such probe exists: ci + 1 is the next candidate
probe to the right of ci
7:
i7i+1

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

8: end while
9: return C = {c1, . . . , ci }

MSD( X i , μ )

E (( X i − μ ) 2 ) =

∑

n
i =1

( Xi − μ )2
n

In this paper we consider RMSD (k- δ densities, 1)
and RMSD (k-probes normalized distances, δ).

Results
Experimental setup. We prepared 3 coverages for
the 22 Mbp fragment of chromosome 19 of the human
genome, using our naive and optimal algorithms and
FindMinCover.
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Fig. 7. k - δ density of genomic location gi (shown on the top of figure) and k-probes distance for the probe pj
(shown at the bottom of the figure). Measures are presented for k = 1,3 and 5. In this case the desired value of density
is reached for k = 5

Fig. 8. Subfigure a) presents the densities of k - δ densities, for k = 3, 5, 10 and 20. The vertical gray line corresponds to the desired
distance δ. Similarly, the ecdf’s are plotted in the subfigure b) and the RMSDs are presented in the subfigure c)

Fig. 9. Subfigure a) presents the densities of k - δ densities, for k = 3, 5, 10 and 20. The vertical gray line corresponds
to the desired distance δ. Similarly, the ecdfs are plotted in the subfigure b) and the RMSDs are presented in the subfigure c)
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Fig. 10. Comparison of our naive (alg 1) and optimal (alg 2) algorithms to FindMinCover (alg 3). The Figures show the following
statistics for the k-probes normalized distances: densities – row a) ecdfs – row b) and RMSDs – row c). Successive columns
corresponds to k = 10, 30 and 80
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Fig. 11. Comparison of our naive (alg 1) and optimal (alg 2) algorithms to FindMinCover (alg 3). The Figures show the following
statistics for the k - δ densities: densities – row a), ecdfs – row b) and RMSDs – row c). Successive columns corresponds
to k = 10, 30 and 80
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The predefined set of about 177 K of probes was obtained from Agilent probes database accessible through
eArray. From this set, 20 K well-performing probes (with
scores above 0.8) were selected.
The first coverage was computed using FindMinCover algorithm, with the parameter g = 10,000. The obtained coverage consisted of 2453 oligos. This number
was used as an input parameter n for our naive and optimal algorithms. With respect to these constraints,
the desired distance between two consecutive probes
was fixed to 9052 bp.
Outcome. In Figures 8 and 9, the statistics of k-probes normalized distance and k- δ density were presented
for four different values of k. All of these statistics were
computed on the basis of the results obtained by the optimal algorithm (Algorithm 2).
According to our observation, while increasing the k,
distributions converge to their desired shape, and the
RMSD tends to zero. This is an important remark, because
it indicates that the stability of probe densities in the coverage increases monotonically with an increase in k.
The other conclusion is that there exists a correspondence between k-probes normalized distance and k -δ
density measures, i.e. for a given k the distributions
shown in Figure 8 and 9 are similar with respect to their
shapes.
However, in a specific situation, the usage of one
measure can be more convenient than the other. For instance, the k- δ density measure shows the local density
for each single position of the covered interval. The
k-probes normalized distance measure presents the similar information; however, it is limited to the locations of
selected oligos. Because of this, the first measure is
better, for example when one analyzes a short fragment
of coverage.
On the other hand, the k-probes normalized distance
is more informative, when one wishes to investigate
the entire coverage using a low value of k. Because of
the more discrete nature of k- δ density in comparison to
k-probes normalized distance, the empirical cumulative
distribution function (ecdf) computed for the second
measure is easier to interpret (compare ecdfs presented
in figures 8 and 9; for lower values of k, the k- δ density
can take only certain values, which correspond to
the step-function character of ecdf plots).
Finally, in figures 10 and 11, we present the plots of
the comparison of our naive and optimal algorithms and

FindMinCovered algorithm, proposed by Lipson and coworkers (Lipson et al., 2007).
The comparison has revealed that our naive and optimal algorithms outperform the FindMinCover, with respect to stabilization of probe densities. The superiority
of our algorithms increases with the increasing k. As expected, the differences in performance are more visible
when comparing k-probes distances rather than comparing k- δ densities.
There are almost no differences in the distribution
of evaluation measures based on the results from the
naive and optimal algorithm; however, the optimal algorithm slightly outperforms the naive version, when the
RMSDs are compared.
Conclusions
Because of the noise and technical issues, the detection of CNAs is usually limited to regions that are covered by sufficient number of probes. The number of deviated probes necessary to confirm the presence of aberrated segment may depend on: the selected technology,
the quality of experiments or type of sample. In typical
well-performed aCGH experiments, 3 to 5 probes are
enough to determine the CNA in a given region. However, several thousands of oligos may be required to confirm the aberration, when one works with extremely
noisy data, like in case of Single Cell Chip (see Fiegler et
al., 2007), where DNA sample are obtained from a single
cell.
This problem has been noticed by authors of the
software for analyzing aCGH results. In particular, CBS
segmentation algorithm (Olshen et al., 2004), allows to
define the minimal number of consecutive probes of
which a segment is composed. In consequence, aberrations in regions that are not covered with this number of
probes, become undetectable.
Therefore, the application of our approach to the coverage preparation may significantly increase the performance of CNAs detection, especially near regions of
poor probes availability.
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